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Abstract: Design principles of a novel Multifunctional Operation Station (MOS) 

using Augmented Reality (AR) technology (MOSAR) are proposed in this paper. AR-

based design allows more ergonomic remote instrument control in real time in 

contrast to classical instrument-centered interfaces. Another advantage is its 

hierarchical software structure including multiple programming interpreters. The 

MOSAR approach is illustrated with a remote surgical operating station that controls 

intelligent surgical instruments. The implementation of the Operation Station (MOS) 

is based on the multiplatform open-source library Tcl/Tk, and an AR extension has 

been developed on a Unity platform, using Vuforia SDK.  

Keywords: Multifunctional Operating Station (MOS), Virtual Reality (VR), 

Augmented Reality (AR), Tcl/Tk, Surgical Robotics.  

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this article is to lay down design principles and principle approaches 

for the implementation of remote-control operating stations Multifunctional 

Operation Station (MOS), with a specific focus in the surgery domain. Following a 

description of the state-of-the-art in the domain, we first present design principles for 

MOS implementation based on the solid Tcl/Tk scripting programming stack. We 

then discuss new possibilities for MOS provided by Augmented Reality (AR) and 

Virtual Reality (VR), and develop an extension of the MOS design based on AR/VR 

(MOSAR) and one demo implementation based on a modern gaming platform, Unity 

which includes extended AR/VR capabilities and other useful characteristics such as 

physical simulation of real objects and their interactions [1-5]. 
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Most controlled processes require real-time control. An operating station is a 

basic tool which serves for the purpose of process monitoring and control. It must 

allow multitasking, graphical visualization of live audio-video streams, instrument 

controls, instrumental measurements, and other types of information [1-3, 5]. Data 

transmission may include different communication protocols designed for IoT 

communication (e.g., [6]). Multifunctional operator platforms for control and 

monitoring have a variety of application domains, including interactions with 

industrial devices [2], intelligent instruments [7] and healthcare, including surgery 

[3, 4]. 

In the surgery domain, operator stations are mainly needed to perform remote-

controlled surgeries by providing, on one hand visual context and operative 

information about the state of the patient, organ information, etc, and on the other 

hand, real-time instrument measurements and delivering control commands. An 

example in laparoscopic surgery is illustrated in [8]. Other applications of operating 

stations in surgery include planning surgeries, training, reviewing past surgeries. 

Indeed, training medical specialists by using simulated surgeries is critical for gaining 

high-quality surgery skills [9, 10]. Those applications require live video of the 

surgery, stored videos of past surgeries, or simulated anatomy.  

The control software of an operating station should operate under operating 

systems embedding real-time processing. A number of platforms could be used for 

developing and implementing the structure and functions of the control software. It 

could extend open source libraries written in script languages such as Tcl/Tk, Pearl 

and Python. The libraries could provide resources from the operating system and 

additional complex functionalities such as image processing, pattern recognition, 

image co-registration (i.e., spatial localization of multiple types of information), etc.  

Notably, operating stations also fall in the domain of application of Virtual- 

Reality/Augmented-Reality (VR/AR), which is originally developed for the military 

and gaming industry [11-13] but nowadays it is applied also in other domains. For 

example, enhanced and virtual multimedia environments are ideal tools for the 

development of systems for improving the knowledge and practical skills of students 

and practitioners in many medical fields. Such systems could contribute to 

maintaining and improving the level of knowledge and practical skills of specialists, 

and introduce them to up-to-date scientific achievements and modern technologies. 

More general applications of VR/AR include e-Learning [14] and rich human-

machine interfaces including real time communication of multimedia content in 

robotics [15, 16]. 

A more recent approach for providing even more intuitive and rich graphical 

user interface is to exploit the extended 3D-graphical modelling and visualization 

capacities of general-purpose gaming engines such as Unity and Unreal. Those 

provide extensive multi-platform libraries written in OOP languages (C# or C++) and 

allow high frame-rate and high-definition 3D-visualizations needed for the 

implementation of VR/AR applications. Indeed, there are already some industrial 

AR/VR applications based on such platforms [17]. 

The paper is further organized as follows: Section 2 describes the design 

principles of a MOS. Then Section 3 describes the Tcl/Tk software stack that could 
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be used for basic MOS implements and Section 4 briefly describes one MOS 

implementation in the surgery domain. In turn, Section 5 outlines characteristics of 

Virtual and Augmented Reality and introduces applications of AR in the medical 

domain, along with relevant characteristics of the Unity gaming engine. Section 6 

then describes the design principles of an AR-based MOS, MOSAR and then  

Section 7 describes a sample Unity-based AR application for the surgery domain. 

Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 8. 

2. Design principles of MOS 

Firstly, we describe the functional requirements and structure of a classical MOS for 

control and monitoring of modular systems, with focus in the medical domain, in 

particular, surgeriy [1]. 

A MOS is an intelligent control device aiming to provide multiple 

functionalities. Those include collecting and integrating readings of various sensors 

and other types of descriptive information (e.g., derived from video analysis), 

delivering control signals to manipulators and actuators, an Artificial Intelligence 

system functioning as an operator adviser, communication with an external 

authorized remote user via Internet, and so on. The MOS requires a reliable software-

and-hardware implementation and capabilities to acquire, process, and store large-

volume real-time data as it creates and maintains seamless interfaces with the 

managed processes. The requirements for the Operator Station, included in the 

control systems, presuppose reliable software implementation and possibilities for 

operation of the station with large data sets in real time, as it creates and maintains 

an uninterrupted interface with the processes being managed. This device, used in the 

field of Robotics and especially Medical Robotics, must be able to provide the 

operator with full control over the objects being controlled and opportunities for 

maximum information about the actions performed and their results. However, in the 

domain of intelligent medical tools, that is, devices provided with a certain degree of 

capabilities to take autonomous decisions, a MOS must be able to provide the 

operator with full control over the management facilities and the ability to maximize 

his/her awareness of the performed actions and their results. 

Following this analysis, we conclude that MOS should support the following 

basic functions: 

• Communication with close and remote devices via RS232, RS485, CAN, 

GPRS/3G/4G, LAN, WLAN, Bluetooth. Receive data and remotely manually or 

automatically control the devices via the above communication channels. Ability to 

remotely update the firmware of devices; 

• Support of a database with instantaneous instrument readings and other types 

of information, e.g., live video; 

• Ability to perform manual or automated pre-processing of raw instrument 

readings received from devices before sending information to storage and post-

processing after receiving data from databases; 

• Real-time visualization of readings from devices and live video through a 

GUI or a console; 
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• Generating various reports from the system archive. 

Generation of alarm messages for violations having been occured due to  

technological processes or communication problems. 

In principle, a MOS is organized into the following implementation levels: 

hardware, low-level control, high-level control, remote control, and applications. 

Each of these can provide the following development levels: Bases, object-oriented, 

and element-based. The Bases level includes applications of low-level languages 

tools and avoids dependencies on external resources. The object-oriented level 

consists of language tools that implement most of the functionality. 

The MOS system could operate on a portable computer equipped with a wireless 

LAN and gateway capabilities to connect all relevant devices.  

The software of the Operating station should support Graphical User Interface 

(GUI), a global Database, a generator and library of Macro commands, an Image 

visualizer, an Expert system, wireless LAN and WiFi infrastructures, a TCP client-

server connectivity. 

Thus, the MOS architecture should include the following functional blocks  

(Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. MOS: basic architecture 

(i) Graphical User Interface (GUI) providing a system-level interface to 

control technological processes using programming or graphical tools. The GUI is 

divided into two parts: first, a Configurator, which is a graphical editor for adjusting 

displays of mnemonic circuits (resolution, access level, etc.), using vector libraries of 

graphic elements. Graphics must be able to define a general description and behavior 

depending on the values of certain signals in the configuration table. It is 

recommended to use IEC/ISO 11581 User system interfaces and symbols for the 

layout of the graphic elements. Second, the GUI includes an Operational part, used 
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to start the configured mnemonic displays and human-MOS interaction, or control. 

The GUI facilitates the work of the operator in generating command procedures and 

visualizing the results of their execution. 

(ii) Expert System block providing domain-specific decision support (here, for 

example, potential medical diagnoses) based on artificial intelligence techniques. 

Typically it uses a database of expert knowledge. The necessary components for this 

block include: (a) Knowledge Database with facts, rules and restrictions;  

(b) Processing component (Interpreter) – used for signal processing and providing 

logic functions. The Expert System block interacts with the Graphical User Interface 

that visualizes possible solutions in a meaningful manner with selection possibility 

(pop-ups, radio buttons, etc.). 

(iii) Live Video block includes image processing tools for real-time 

visualization. The live video unit can be developed as a separate functionality 

included in the graphical user interface (configurator); 

(iv) Database block supporting the work with a number of embedded Database 

packages; 

(v) Process Model block – it contains a program model of the processes being 

controlled. The operator could use this model for training before starting to operate 

on real external devices, controlled through the GUI and the Hardware Interface. 

(vi) Process Control block– it is used as an internal control mechanism of the 

program processes and it is based on the use of embedded software state machines 

(finite automata structures). This block realizes logical operations depending on 

analog signals level, presence/absence of a discrete signal, reaching counter or timer 

limit value. For state machine configuration purposes, it is possible to use a built-in 

module to implement UML (Unified Modeling Language) [18], state diagrams that 

subsequently generate a pseudocode. 

(vii) Hardware Interface block provides the connection of the operating 

station to external devices by means of wired or wireless link. This block enables 

selection, setting and configuration of interfaces, i.e., Ethernet/IP, CAN, OPC UA, 

Fieldbus, Profibus DP/PA, Modbus, 3G/4G, etc. 

(viii) Communication block provides communication with a remote client or 

server over the Internet. It creates and maintains a bidirectional information channel 

with external networks, databases and clients. The unit is intended to provide 

hardware connectivity for I/O devices. Configured physical and logical signals must 

be entered into a configuration, communication table in the database and be 

accessible to all other blocks. 

All described functional blocks in the form of Implementation Model could be 

designed using the Tcl/Tk program stack and libraries, also using multiple 

independent threads. When hierarchical or other types of dependencies between 

different functions exist, those could be realized using hierarchical structures. Such 

solutions are useful as they allow one host machine program process to be 

decomposed to a set of concurrent logical program processes, each of them designed 

as a Tcl/Tk procedure. Other benefits of this approach are the capabilities for data 

protection and restricted access to different block resources.  
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3. Tcl/Tk software stack  

The scripting language Tcl/Tk allows developers to access resources of the operating 

system. It consists of two components: (1) Tcl is a C-like procedure-oriented 

language, used for standard algorithm programming; (2) Tk - language operators for 

making requests to the operating system resources and setting the resource 

parameters. [1, 19, 20]. Tcl/Tk has an embedded mechanism for real-time 

applications by registering program events and binding Tcl procedures to them [19]. 

Tcl/Tk also allows linking Tcl/Tk code and libraries with external programs written 

in C, which allows developers to add novel interfaces. 

Typically, a Tcl/Tk application uses the same interpreter for all Tcl and Tk 

operators. The language model assumes the use of hierarchical structures including 

more than one interpreter, each of which having their own set of operators and 

addressing space. At the top of the hierarchy is one fully functional interpreter of 

Tcl/Tk code – so-called Master interpreter. It can create a number of Slave 

interpreters and restrict any of their standard commands or create new commands. 

This process can be continued and the Slaves can create Sub-slaves forming 

hierarchical structures. [19, 20]. 

Threads are multiple concurrent flows within the same process. All threads 

within a process share the same memory and other resources. Tcl/Tk supports multi-

threading in order to create applications that include a number of tasks processed in 

parallel [19, 20]. The operating system handles the details of thread creation and 

coordination. After the application starts, only one thread is executed, referred to as 

the main thread. Any thread can create another thread; there is no restriction to 

starting threads only from the main thread. There is a mechanism for message 

exchange between different threads allowing task synchronizations. Other useful 

tools for synchronizations between tasks are shared variables and mutexes. Each 

thread in Tcl/Tk has its own Main interpreter that is not accessed from other threads. 

Sockets are network communication channels. They cover the use of the TCP 

network protocol, although one can find Tcl extensions that create sockets using other 

protocols. TCP provides a reliable byte stream between two hosts connected to a 

network. TCP handles all the issues of routing information across the network and it 

automatically recovers if data is lost or corrupted along the way. TCP is the basis for 

other protocols like Telnet, FTP and HTTP. A Tcl script can use a network socket 

just like an open file or pipeline. It uses the socket command to open a socket. Then 

the commands gets, puts, and read can be used to transfer data. The close command 

closes a network socket. 

Network programming distinguishes between clients and servers. A server is a 

program that runs for long periods of time and controls access to resources. A client 

typically connects to the server for a limited time in order to gain access to a specific 

resource. A client opens a socket by specifying the host address and port number for 

the server of the socket. 

Tcl/Tk applications may use global or local program variables and constants, 

each of them containing string data. The basic language types of data are related to 

the string interpretations of the strings from the Tcl/Tk operators: text strings, 
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numerical values, objects, lists of objects, indexed arrays of objects, etc. Tcl/Tk 

operators could be internal (embedded into the language kernel libraries) or external 

– names of procedures that are defined and located anywhere in the application. Tcl 

procedures have a number of formal parameters presented as names of string 

variables and interpreted in the procedure body. Calling procedures is done by name 

followed by a list of actual parameters. Tk operators are of type “internal” only and 

they have a fixed number of named parameters with “default” predefined values. As 

the parameters are named, an “actual” parameter value could be assigned to each of 

the parameters. If it is not done by the developer, the operator uses its “default” value 

[20]. 

4. A MOS for laparoscopic surgery 

In this section we illustrate the design and implementation of a TCL/Tk-based MOS 

for an experimental device with application in laparoscopic surgery. The software 

runs on Windows and it implements all the functional blocks shown on  

Fig. 1. 

Laparoscopic surgery rapidly evolves as a minimally invasive treatment and has 

many advantages over conventional surgery: less pain and trauma, shorter recovery 

time and ultimately better patient outcomes. The interventions are performed using 

long thin tools that are inserted through a trocar in the human body. The surgeon 

orients the instruments with the help of laparoscopic images displayed on a monitor. 

The lack of tactile sense and poor visibility are the most important disadvantages 

associated with laparoscopy because they limit the surgeon’s abilities to examine 

internal organs of patients. Therefore, visualisation of additional information such 

as force at the instrument tip is very important for the surgeon to allow him correct 

manipulations. 
For an adequate control of the functionality of each instrument and device, it is 

important to have an interactive MOS providing a graphical environment for 

designing, testing, editing and downloading the series of control sequences. The way 

the managing program is organized influences the movements, the work, the accuracy 

and the conduction of the experiments, the visual comprehension of the data, and the 

possibilities for their easy and unambiguous interpretation, comparison and analysis. 

Therefore, the managing software has to be designed in consideration of the principal 

requirement to allow appropriate reading and management of the measurements 

representing the forces exerted by- and on- the laparoscopic instrument. 
The implemented operation station offers a graphical user interface providing a 

variety of graphical tools to allow the operator full control over the instruments being 

managed. The operator can use program buttons, sliders, data entry, graphical and 

visualization tools, mode selectors and etc., all embedded into two dialogue windows. 

There is a possibility for remote transmission of visual and text information by 

protected e-net channel to remote server. Additionally, an external computer could 

be connected to the gateway using USB in order to control and monitor the attached 

instruments event without the MOS. The program can be designed for different kinds 

of laparoscopic instruments such as a diagnostic tool, therapeutics tool, etc., [21, 22]. 
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Fig. 2 shows the main interface window. On the left side are allocated buttons 

and sliders for parameter set up while on the right side are visualized measurement 

results, graphically. The MOS range of commands allows the user to control the 

device motors, actuators, and sensors for force and position, all of which are 

connected to a microcontroller. Some of the basic program functions are commands 

for motion – Start and Stop, command for linear insertion and retraction of the tools. 

Mode-Automatic and manual, current step positions of the motor, save in samples or 

save in results, visualization and comparison of the measuring etc. The MOS collects 

information about different types of measurements at the tip of the tool – surface 

contact interactions. Previously obtained data from the device is used as a reference 

to compare with the currently received real-time information. The system graphical 

visualizes all measurements and quantitatively compares them. This allows the 

surgeon to give tissue-specific commands on the basis of the measured force 

interaction between the instrument and the tissue. 
In turn, we describe several experiments aiming to demonstrate the operation 

and the capabilities of the system. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup, which 

includes the MOS and a model of a laparoscopic instrument. The experimentation 

searches for a contact point, detects the presence or absence of contact at the tip of 

the tool with a surface and measures the interaction force of the tool with the surface 

[22]. The results are visualized graphically and saved in a database. The 

measurements could be compared with other data previously received by the MOS. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The GUI of a Tcl/Tk operator station for laparoscopic instruments 
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Fig. 3. An experimental implementation model of a laparoscopic instrument and an operator station 

(A); The contact tip of the laparoscopic instrument (B); Force measured during controlled movement 

of the instrument in two types of organ tissues (C) 

 

First, Fig. 3C shows the results of an experiment applying the instrument on a 

muscle tissue (red line) and a control (blue line) [23]. The instrument is initialized as 

follows: Force set to 0.98 N; number of steps: 300; length of micro-step: 24 

micrometers. The step of the motor is shown on axis X, while the measured force is 

shown on the axes Y. Fig. 3B shows that the minimal observed force is 0.45N, 

measured from step 0 to step 100 and from step 170 to step 300. The maximal observe 

force was 1.94N in 100 steps. In this experiment the amplitude was 2.35 N. The 

average force is 1.21 N. Human tissue data with sample data, which has minimal 

force of 0.045 N, maximal force of 0.245 N, and an amplitude of 2.36 N have been 

compared. The results demonstrate the capacity of the device to correctly individuate 

point of contact with a tissue. Thus, the presented MOS can control and measure 

force, deformation of tissues, and other tools-objects force interactions.  

5. Augmented reality  

Augmented Reality (AR) allows to shift the focus during real-time remote control 

from instruments and gauges to the reality on which the instruments operate. To this 

aim, live video of anatomy targets is not just displayed on a separate monitor or in a 

window surrounded by gauges and measurements, but it is the main visual interface 

on top of which instrumental readings and other types of useful information are 

displayed. High-definition and high frame-rate AR allows the operators to focus their 

attention on the task and to precisely remote-control moving instruments instead of 

frequently to shift attention among videos, pictures, and instruments. Keeping focus 

on the moving instruments could prevent critical errors during live surgery 

manipulations. In the AR approach for control stations, the operator does not need to 

search for relevant information regarding the current manipulation but he/she is 
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provided with context-relevant information right on place. Experimental studies have 

shown high accuracy in performing robot-assisted surgery due to optimization of real 

and virtual technology based on augmented reality [24].  

Another useful functionality of the AR interface is the possibility to display 

expected effects of the ongoing manipulation, which could be displayed in terms of 

instrument trajectory and potential likely outcomes, for example, imminent damage 

of a sensitive tissue. To be able to do so, the system should be equipped with an image 

recognition (perceptual) module that should, first, dynamically interpret the input 

visual stream, and second, predict the consequences of the remote control of a 

forward model and visually render them [24-27]. 

AR control interface can mix multiple sources of dynamic information such as 

live videos from first-perspective and instrument- mounted cameras, echograph, x-

ray, MRI, and so on [5, 28]. Altogether, the set of visual stream(s), context-relevant 

control instruments, results of perception, and the forward predictions constitute the 

basics of the AR-based control station. A similar approach could be used for a training 

station, or adding a training mode to the same AR-control station. In the training 

mode, the sensory input (visual and auditory) could be substituted by a render of a 

model of the reality, or Virtual Reality (VR), in consideration of the effects of the 

control actions in the simulated world. This mixture of AR and VR is also known as 

Mixed-Reality, which operates in modality spanning the AR-AR continuum 

according to the current requirement 

Augmented reality is perfectly suitable for healthcare where it has found 

multiple applications. Crucial information to a doctor or surgeon could be provided 

without having direct contact with patients. The applications of Augmented Reality 

Technologies in healthcare include minimally-invasive surgery, planning, practice, 

and training of surgical procedures. The first known augmented reality system was 

created in the U.S. Air Force laboratories in 1992. Its main target was enhancing 

human performance during surgical procedures. The system included a device that 

had filmed subcutaneous veins and projected the image of the veins onto the skin of 

the patient. This system had been used to locate veins until 2005.  

AR can provide surgeons with patient monitoring data in the style of a fighter 

pilot’s heads-up display and allow patient imaging records, including functional 

videos, to be accessed and visualized in overlay. Examples include a virtual X-ray 

view based on prior tomography or on real-time images from ultrasound and 

confocal microscopy probes, visualizing the position of a tumour in the video of an 

endoscope, or radiation exposure risks from X-ray imaging devices.AR can enhance 

viewing a fetus inside a mother’s womb. Laparoscopic liver surgical systems based 

on the use of AR technologies to view sub-surface tumours and vessels have been 

developed by companies such as Siemens and Karl Storz. 
Augmented reality and similar computerized utilities have been used to train 

medical professionals. In healthcare, AR can be used to provide guidance during 

diagnostic and therapeutic interventions, e.g., during surgery. For example, 

augmented reality applications for medical training in simulating ultrasound guided 

needle placement is described in [24]. Other studies like that one described in [29] 

describe that AR technology both improves university students’ laboratory skills and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultrasound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confocal_microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fetus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Womb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laparoscopy
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helps them to build positive attitudes relating to physics laboratory work. Recently, 

augmented reality has been adopted in neurosurgery, which requires heavy amounts 

of imaging before procedures. Some of the methods are described and may be useful 

in tracking the movements of the surgical instrument in Augmented Reality  

[16, 30-33]. 
Unity is a computationally efficient video gaming engine written on top of C#. 

It can provide support for a number of critical characteristics for MOS, including live 

video streaming and 2D/3D visualization, advanced image and video processing, 

dynamic object modelling and visualization, client-server communication, cloud 

database. More specifically, the Unity Vuforia SDK is the most widely used platform 

for AR development, with support for leading phones, tablets, and eyewear. 

Developers can easily add advanced computer vision functionality to Android, iOS, 

and UWP apps, to create AR experiences that realistically interact with objects and 

the environment [34]. Vuforia Engine for Augmented Reality applications embodies 

sophisticated methods and algorithms for detection and evaluation of points of 

interest [35], optical flows [36], and fiducial markers [37]. Those, along with other 

standard Unity platform components such as World Anchor and scripting ability 

present a core of functionalities for development of comprehensive AR products.  

The Vuforia SDK Cloud technology gives the possibility of multiple smart 

devices to observe the same object from different angles at the same time, which 

allows numerous participants to be engaged. Vuforia Engine Library contains a rich 

API documentation section, which includes C# APIs for Unity, C++ APIs for iOS, and 

UWP and Java for Android. 

6. Design principles of MOSAR 

Design principles of a MOSAR that enhance previous generation MOS-es with two 

critical elements are proposed: first, GUI based on VR/AR, which qualitatively 

enhances the user interface. Second, we substitute the Expert System block with a 

much more powerful Artificial Intelligence system providing an enhanced knowledge 

base and human-like visual perception capabilities. Thus, the functional architecture 

described in Section 2 is enhanced here as follows (also see Fig. 4): 

(i) AR/VR-based GUI block. The AR-based GUI essentially displays the live 

stream of the operated environment. Critically, it shows in overlay context-dependent 

enhancements including instrument readings and controls, organ information 

extracted from the Artificial Intelligence block, and expert advice. Unity is one of the 

software platforms that could be used for the implementation of the AR/VR. 

(ii) Artificial Intelligence block. The AI now replaces the classical Expert 

System decision support system with much more powerful human-like artificial 

intelligence. It can provide intelligent advice in support of decisions based on real-

time analysis of the video stream and in consideration of the state of the instruments. 

It includes, for example, databases of expert knowledge, a Knowledge Database with 

facts, rules and restrictions, a deep neural network video pre-processing and 

interpretation. The AI block interacts with the GUI, computing and displaying 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurosurgery
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plausible solutions in a meaningful manner, and providing the possibility for 

subjective decisions. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Multifunctional Operating Station (MOSAR-controller): basic architecture 

 

MOSAR can operate in two regimens, AR and VR. In the Augmented Reality 

mode, which provides the basic MOSAR functionality, the live video stream is 

enhanced with instrument readings and tools for control and AI-video analysis. In the 

Virtual Reality mode, MOSAR is used as a training simulator for surgery, allowing 

surgeons or practitioners to acquire, develop and maintain the skills required to 

perform surgical procedures in a range of realistic environments with provided 

control for safe actions. Moreover, after a live operation or a virtual training session, 

the surgeons could review their own performance [38-40]. 

MOSAR can also be developed as a cloud infrastructure application. This 

requires the use of development tools that allow easy transition from traditional to 

web-based applications and vice versa, e.g. technologies based on HTML5 or 

JavaScript such as Cordova or React Native. Cloud-based MOSAR implementations 

can be installed and launched on different types of mobile and stationary devices from 

different locations and with different types of network connectivity. Other interesting 

applications and constructions as well as applications of AR are discussed in [41-43]. 

7. MOSAR for laparoscopy 

To demonstrate the graphical abilities of the Augmented Reality GUI, an application 

program for MOSAR has been developed ICTPro 1.0 for Android® devices (apk) as 

an Augmented Reality upgrade of the Multifunctional Operation Station (MOS) for 

laparoscopic manipulations (described in Section 4). In this preliminary demo 

version, its principle function is to provide the trainee or the surgeon with a live video 

stream of the tissue and the laparoscopic instruments during a surgery, enhanced with 

computer–generated images and accessory information providing information from 

the laparoscopic instruments, such as tissue elasticity and measurements of the 

interaction with the body organs, collected along the instrument movement.  

The program could be installed on smart devices such as smartphones or smart 

glasses with OS Android ≥ 7 and exploit their built in MicroElectroMechanical 

System (MEMS) sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope, camera, solid state compass, 
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GPS, etc.) to evaluate objects and positions situated in the surrounding world. A 

sample image of the AR interface is shown in Fig. 5. In the demo, the video and the 

instrumental sets of data have been acquired during a real surgery in a MySQL 

database. 

The MOS maintains prior and acquired information about instruments and other 

useful information. This information is sent as data to a relational MySQL database 

that is integrated in MOSAR ICTPro application via a script called 

LaparoscopicDevice.cs as text or binary data. The data is then augmented to the 

mixed reality interface as a real-time information about the surgical manipulation 

process (see Fig. 5). The database includes the following three basic tables  

(see Fig. 6):  

1. instruments: containing all characteristics of the medical equipment used; 

2. organs: contains organ parameters, including probing force, suture force, 

tissue density, and elasticity; 

3. measurement: includes organ ID (FK), instrument ID (FK), time stamp, 

instrument allocation, applied force, movement distance. 

Note that this simple database could be further extended with a variety of 

information, including instrument classification (Equipment Class), Organ 

Definition, and links towards external (e.g., online) databases. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Frame of AR video stream. The visual interface contains only essential information in order to 

allow the surgeon to concentrate on its medical task 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Laparoscopic devices Database structure  
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Upon starting, the application initiates a connection to the MySQL database. 

Then the application starts to acquire live video (e.g., of illustrational image or of live 

surgery) using the camera of the handheld device, and compares each acquired frame 

with a key frame from the stored video of the surgery. Falling upon an image with 

matching points of interest, a video stream is called on top of it and relevant 

instrument readings and organ characteristics stored in the MySQL database are 

visualized, matched for timestamp (Fig. 5). 

8. Conclusions 

This article describes an approach for designing and building a Multi-platform 

Operator Station based on the high-level script language Tcl/Tk and Augmented 

Reality. The specific application domain is instrument control in surgery, and more 

specifically, Laparoscopy. Domain-specific system requirements include the 

possibility to track tool-tissue force interactions, measuring force interaction and 

comparing the results with previously obtained information. Intuitive visual interface 

essentially providing live video of the environment being operated with minimal 

distraction elements is also crucial, to which requirement we proposed to investigate 

the more recent Virtual and Augmented Reality technologies. 
In general, it is a challenge to design control systems such as MOS. As any other 

tools used for monitoring and controlling technological processes, MOS is a 

sophisticated system integrating a variety of subsystems which interact among them 

and with external information resources. To simplify the developer’s work, we 

propose implementations based on generic and proven technologies such as the open-

source Tcl/Tk and its vast set of embedded libraries, and gaming engines providing 

Virtual Reality capabilities written in versions of the C-language, thus compiled and 

computationally extremely efficient. 

Tcl/Tk allows the possibility of mixing C code with Tcl code, adding and 

working with precompiled Tcl extension packages, built-in methods for protection of 

the application data (Safe Tcl), multi-interpreter and multi-threading mechanisms, 

built-in network connectivity, and multi-platform support. This makes Tcl/Tk a 

powerful tool suitable for designing complex dynamic objects such as MOS. 

There are several promising AR/VR toolboxes that could be integrated with the 

Unity platform (Version 2017.4.40f1) and which operate on Android OS, among 

which Vuforia [44] and ARCore [45] are currently most promising [44]. In our 

preliminary experimentation, Vuforia (Version 7.0.57) provided smoother visual 

experience and simpler implementation than ARCore (Version 1.20.0), for which we 

preferred it for our MOSAR demo implementation. However, future versions of the 

free and fast-developed ARCore might provide sufficient visual quality and 

developer facilitations as well. 

Despite the basic MOS version and its Virtual Reality extension MOSAR have 

been developed for laparoscopic surgery, they could be adapted to many other 

application domains where reliability and efficiency are critical factors. For example, 

control stations of drones, e-Learning, etc., could greatly benefit from control systems 

based on this technology. More generally, integrating functionalities of an operating 
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control station and augmented reality could become a key new direction for 

development of handheld applications. Indeed, by using open-source databases 

(MySQL), libraries (Tcl/Tk), and free (ARCore [45]) or low-cost (Vuforia) VR/AR-

engines, software engineers can afford to develop highly attractive cost-effective 

products.  

As a future step we will explore the possibility to use Vuforia SDK to implement 

a complete MOSAR system including not only a visualization (training/advisory) 

terminal as the one we presented here but also a fully functional AR Operator Station. 

This system will be able to provide full onsite or remote control of laparoscopic 

instruments and other similar medical devices. 
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